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 “Skills, organization, and technology are intimately intertwined in a functioning routine, 

and it is difficult to say exactly where one aspect ends and another begins.”  
 

(Nelson & Winter, 1982: 104) 

 

 Routines—traditionally thought to encompass protocols and patterns of behavior—are critical to our 

understanding of organizations (Cyert & March, 1963; Nelson & Winter, 1982; Parmigiani & Howard-Grenville, 

2011). Routines offer organizations both a stabilizing force as well as a mechanism to evolve with changing 

environmental demands (Feldman, 2000; Howard-Grenville, 2005; Pentland, Haerem, & Hillison, 2011). As a 

source of consistency, routines enable organizations to repeatedly accomplish complex tasks (Ashforth & Fried, 

1988; Cohen & Bacdayan, 1994; Gersick & Hackman, 1990) and generate valuable capabilities (Gilbert, 2005; 

Karim & Mitchell, 2000; Knott, 2001, 2003; Salvato, 2009). As a mechanism for evolution, they provide the 

flexibility to adapt to new and changing demands over time (Feldman, 2000; Feldman & Pentland, 2003; Pentland & 

Reuter, 1994). Recognizing this apparent tension, recent work has delved into the “black box” of routines to address 

how routines “are produced and reproduced, and to what extent the patterns remain stable versus change over time” 

(Parmigiani & Howard-Grenville, 2011: 421). Central to this investigation is the explicit treatment of humans and 

human agency in the day-to-day practice, or enactment, of routines (Feldman, 2000; Feldman & Orlikowski, 2011; 

Howard-Grenville, 2005; Turner & Rindova, 2012, 2018). 

This human-centric perspective of routines is supported by studies that emphasize “the interaction of 

human and nonhuman actants in a sociomaterial ensemble” (Pentland et al., 2011: 1369). In such studies, 

technological artifacts—notably information and communication tools—can affect humans’ patterns of behavior in 

their day-to-day practice of routines (e.g., Anthony, 2018; Beane, 2019). Yet, agency—which captures the ability to 

draw on past experience and future projections to inform actions in the present (Emirbayer & Mische, 1998; 

Howard-Grenville, 2005)—has remained the exclusive dominion of humans in the practice of organizational 

routines (e.g., Barley, 1986; Edmondson, Bohmer, & Pisano, 2001; Grodal, Nelson, & Siino, 2015; Jarvenpaa, Rao, 

& Huber, 1988; Orlikowski, 2007; Pentland et al., 2011). For instance, Edmondson and colleagues (2001) studied 

the adoption of a new cardiac surgery technology at several hospitals and its impact on surgical teams’ work 

routines. Despite the impressive technologies being deployed in this setting, human actors continued to drive the 

routine’s practice (i.e., the operation), while the technology simply enhanced the efficiency of humans’ behavior 

patterns by decreasing the variation in repeated behaviors. Put differently, to date, the role of technology in 

routines—both as stable patterns and mechanisms for evolution—has been that of an efficiency multiplier but not 

one that has shifted the locus of agency away from human actors.  

However, organizations are increasingly using agentic technologies. These technologies are not 

differentiated from other forms of technology based on a metric of sophistication, but instead on their ability to 

materially impact and/or automate an organizations’ development of protocols and selection of actions that, in turn, 

give rise to repeated patterns of behavior. Examples of agentic technologies in use range from machine learning 

algorithms identifying candidates in firms’ hiring processes (Greenfield & Griffin, 2018) to robots equipped with 

artificial intelligence making care decisions for the elderly (Sanyal, 2018). Despite the increased prevalence of 

agentic technologies in organizations, as scholars, we understand little about how shifting agency away from 

humans to a shared status with agentic technologies will affect the practice of routines. Critical to our understanding 

of routines, agentic technologies carry the potential to constrain humans’ agency; develop sophisticated protocols 

that, jointly with human engagement, drive the practice of routines; and/or act without of human intervention. We 

therefore address the following question in this paper: How do agentic technologies differentially impact the 

practice of organizational routines? 

To establish a baseline of the extant human-technology interface in the practice of routines, we first define 

non-agentic assisting technologies. These are technologies that humans wield as tools, often with the aim of 

efficiency gains, when executing routines. Encompassing both information and communication tools such as screen 

management systems (Tyre & Orlikowski, 1994), incident-tracking tools (Leonardi, 2007), and enterprise resource 
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planning systems (Boudreau & Robey, 2005), assisting technologies have received considerable attention from prior 

empirical research on technology and routines. From this baseline, we develop a typology of agentic technologies—

arresting, augmenting, and automating1—and provide organizational examples for each. These agentic technologies, 

rather than serving only as a means to increase efficiencies in the practice of routines, either directly impact the 

selection of actions (i.e., arresting technologies), assume some aspects of developing protocols (i.e., augmenting 

technologies), or take on both of these roles (i.e., automating technologies). Extending this typology, we next move 

toward a theory of conjoined agency in organizational routines wherein the different forms of agentic technology 

interface with humans to influence the practice of routines in varied and distinct ways. Specifically, we posit that the 

three categories of agentic technology have differential effects on developing protocols and selecting actions—two 

distinct components that together influence routines as repeated patterns of behavior.  

Considering the implications of non-human actors exercising agency offers several contributions to the 

literatures on technology, agency in organizations, and organizational routines. Our first contribution is a typology 

of technologies—assisting, arresting, augmenting, and automating—of which we classify the later three as agentic 

technologies since they take on elements of agency that have long been the exclusive domain of humans (Emirbayer 

& Mische, 1988; Howard-Grenville, 2005). This leads to our second contribution. Agency, in taking on a shared 

status between humans and agentic technologies, has implications on the fundamental assertions of the behavioral 

theory of the firm that are grounded in the human-based limitations of myopic search and bounded rationality (Cyert 

& March, 1963; March & Simon, 1958; Simon, 1947). Finally, we propose that agentic technologies will materially 

impact two foundational components of routines—protocol development and action selection—that have long been 

enacted solely by humans in the day-to-day practice of routines (Feldman, 2000; Feldman & Pentland, 2003; 

Howard-Grenville, 2005). We put forth a theory of conjoined agency wherein the agentic properties of humans and 

technologies interact to differentially affect the degree and predictability of routine change as determined by the type 

of agentic technology an organization deploys in its routines. We aim to respond to recent calls for theorizing that 

addresses how agentic technologies fundamentally alter our understanding of organizations and organizing (Faraj, 

Pachidi, & Sayegh, 2018; von Krogh, 2018). 

We assert that assisting technologies create efficiencies in the practice of routines when wielded by humans 

as tools. This has been addressed in several prior studies and exemplified in the previous example. Yet, assisting 

technologies do not have the capability to directly develop protocols or select actions to take on their own. In 

contrast, agentic technologies do have the propensity to fundamentally alter the interface of humans, technology, 

and routines. Thus, it is critical for scholars to understand different types of agentic technologies, the ways in which 

humans interact with them, and their differential impacts on the practice of routines. We suggest humans and agentic 

technologies form what we term conjoined agency. In this form of agency, developing protocols and selecting 

actions are no longer purely the dominion of humans. Instead, agentic technologies materially impact the processes 

by which protocols are developed and actions are selected. In this way, the practice of routines, and thereby changes 

to these routines, no longer stem from human actors alone. This leads us to suggest the following: 

 

Proposition 1: In the presence of agentic technologies conjoined agency exists in the practice of 

organizational routines. 

 

Conjoined agency shifts developing protocols—a seminal component of routines—from the exclusive 

dominion of humans to the shared domain of humans and agentic technologies. In this human-technology interface, 

agentic technologies’ analytical capabilities begin to challenge the limitations that organizations have long faced due 

to humans’ myopic search. A noted shortcoming of human agency, myopic search has long been a foundational 

assertion in the behavioral theory of firm (e.g., Cyert & March, 1963; Gavetti, Greve, Levinthal, & Ocasio, 2012). 

Yet, in the development of protocols, conjoined agency has the propensity to bring about changes in routines that 

human myopia would have otherwise inhibited. And, due to the varied ways in which different types of agentic 

technology affect protocols, these technologies will yield routine change degree that contrasts substantially when 

compared to humans with (or without) assisting technologies. 

 

Proposition 2: Conjoined agency affects the degree of routine change, such that (a) arresting technologies 

reduce the degree of routine change; (b) augmenting technologies increase the degree of routine change; 

and (c) automating technologies increase the degree of routine change to an even greater extent.  

 

                                                 
1 The authors acknowledge a Deloitte Insights report (January 2019) for inspiring our use of the terms assisting, augmenting, and 

automating (see Mittal, Hans, & Kuder, 2019). The authors independently developed the term arresting. 
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Conjoined agency shifts selecting actions—a second seminal component of routines—from the exclusive 

dominion of humans to the shared domain of humans and agentic technologies. In this human-technology interface, 

agentic technologies have the capacity to select actions and in the case of automating technologies continually 

update those actions without a bias toward actions that have previously been selected. This begins to challenge the 

limitations that organizations have long faced due to humans’ bounded rationality—a noted element of human 

agency that has long been a foundational assertion in the behavioral theory of the firm (Cyert & March, 1963; 

March, 1978; March & Simon, 1958; Simon, 1947). Yet, in the selection of actions, conjoined agency has the 

potential to either bolster or substantially decrease the predictability of routines depending on the type of agentic 

technology an organization implements. These technologies will yield routine change predictability that contrasts 

substantially when compared to humans with (or without) assisting technologies. 

 

Proposition 3: Conjoined agency affects the predictability of routine change, such that (a) arresting 

technologies increase routine predictability, (b) augmenting technologies minimally decrease routine 

predictability, and (c) automating technologies decrease routine predictability. 

 

 

Table 1: Typology of Assisting and Agentic Technologies 

Technology Description Examples 
Developing 

Protocols 

Selecting 

Actions 

Assisting 

Artifacts wielded by 

humans to realize 

efficiencies without the 

ability to directly 

develop protocols or 

select actions to execute 

on their own. 

Communication and information tools  

(DeSanctis & Poole, 1994 Org Sci) 

Screen management systems  

(Tyre & Orlikowski, 1994 Org Sci) 

Cardiac surgery machines  

(Edmondson et al., 2001 ASQ) 

Incident-tracking tools  

(Leonardi, 2007 Org Sci) 

PowerPoint (Kaplan, 2011 Org Sci) 

Human Human 

Arresting 

Technologies that have 

the ability to 

automatically select and 

execute actions when 

predefined 

contingencies and 

conditions are satisfied. 

Distributed ledger-based smart 

contracts (Murray et al., 2019 AMP) 
 

Supply chains  

(Casey & Wong, 2017 HBR) 
 

Payment processing  

(Tapscott & Tapscott, 2017 HBR) 

Human Technology 

Augmenting 

Technologies that 

develop protocols by 

parsing through large 

amounts of data and 

detecting patterns to 

then make predictive 

recommendations when 

given a defined 

problem to solve. 

Machine learning algorithms  

(Jordan & Mitchell, 2015 Science) 

 

Judges' sentencing decisions  

(Dressel & Farid, 2018 Science 

Advances) 

 

Predictive policing  

(Brayne, 2017 ASR) 

Technology Human 

Automating 

Technologies that 

develop protocols by 

continually learning 

from large amounts of 

data attained from 

multiple sources to then 

select actions to 

implement without 

human intervention or 

direction. 

Deep artificial intelligence  

(Hassabis et al., 2017 Nature) 

 

IBM's Deep Blue  

(Hassabis, 2017 Nature) 

 

Google DeepMind  

(Silver et al., 2017 Nature; 2018 

Science) 

Technology Technology 
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